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Saint-Gobain, a world leader in the habitat and construction markets, designs, manufactures 

and distributes high-performance building materials across the world.  Saint-Gobain in India  

is all set to revolutionise interior spaces and expand the canvas of glass and its applications 

with the new Saint-Gobain Inspire, a stunning range of interior glass and solutions.

Welcome to the elegant world of  glass wardrobe 
shutters, created to adorn and maximise interior 
spaces while adding panache and beauty                 
to places. 

GLASS SHUTTERS - FINE FEATURES

PREMIUM
Simple  |  Minimalistic  |  Beautiful

VERSATILE
Varied
applications

Creative canvas
write, draw
and more.

Multiple uses

DURABLE
Scratch
Resistant

Easy
to clean

Long Lasting
Colours

SAFE
Shatter proof
solutions

Strong and
Durable extrusions

Intelligent
Design



SLIDING

Saint-Gobain o�ers a stunning range of Glass 

sliding doors that are customized with a wide 

range of design Possibilities.

Slide
open style and
functionality

Features
Enjoy ace advantages, for added comfort.

Space saving
solutions

Fit any space
up to 9.5ft height

Design
versatility

End to end solutions, from
measurement to installation

Clear

Frosted

Lacquered

Mirror

Tinted

Master soft

Types of glass
Design your wardrobe from an array of options!

Verticle Horizontal Grid Designer

Patterns
Elegant styles for infinite design possibilities!

Frame option

Gold

Anti jump - Specialized safety fitting that 
prevents the wardrobe door from 
derailing, minimizing  vibrations

Superior safety
features

High performance
accessories

Shatter proof solution - A unique o�ering 
that adds strength, safety and durability to 
glass, for enhanced peace of mind.

Soft Closing - Silky-smooth closure of the 
wardrobe shutter prevents hard impacts 
and damage while enhancing safety. 

Innovative Roller Technology – Rollers are 
the core of the sliding system. Glide your 
wardrobe open with Saint-Gobain’s 
sophisticated roller technology.

Anti-dust Weather Strip – Encloses the 
space between shutter by filling in gaps, 
thereby minimizing infiltrating air-flow and 
the accompanying dust.



OPENABLE 

Swing door solutions from Saint-Gobain are an 

ode to functionality, meticulous craftsmanship 

and attention to detail.

Swing open
versatility
and comfort

Dual protect design - Lip that helps in 
minimizing dust infiltration into the 
frames and provides reinforcement and 
protection for glass

Shatter proof solutions - A unique o�ering 
that adds strength, safety and durability to 
glass for enhanced peace of mind.

Advantages

Universal - Compatible with all accessories

Frame options

GreyChampagneSilver

Types of glass
Design your wardrobe from an array of options!

Lacquered Master softMirror

Fit any space
up to 8ft height

Maximize access to
storage space

Features
Enjoy ace advantages, for added comfort.

The colours shown here are representative, refer to the actual samples.

A range of glass options to choose from

Champagne

Argent Metallise

Vert Onyx Metallise

Sky Blue

Petal Pink Aquamarine

Lemon Green

SGG PLANILAQUE
 METALLICS

SGG PLANILAQUE
 PASTELS

Signature - Premium shades of understated grandeur

Opera Red

Almond Green

Black

Titanium Grey

Extra White

Choco Brown

Cool Earth

Aqua Blue

Olive Green

Ultra White

Casis Purple

Ivory

Calm Sky

Mint Green

Atoll Blue

Solar Yellow

Pista Green

Fusion Orange

Flame Red

Classic - Timeless shades of refined elegance
SGG PLANILAQUE

MASTERSOFT COLOR-IT

White

Deep Black

Cream Silk

Pearl GreySilver

Petal Pink

MIRROR VARIANTS
Clear Grey Bronze High Definition

Also available in normal and tinted glass.


